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All the Shah's Men
2008

brimming with insights into middle eastern history and american foreign policy this book is an
eye opening look at an event whose unintended consequences islamic revolution and violent
anti americanism have shaped the modern world

All the Shah's Men
2003-06-27

this is the first full length account of the cia s coup d etat in iran in 1953 a covert operation
whose consequences are still with us today written by a noted new york times journalist this
book is based on documents about the coup including some lengthy internal cia reports that
have now been declassified stephen kinzer s compelling narrative is at once a vital piece of
history a cautionary tale and a real life espionage thriller

ダレス兄弟
2015-11-25

国務長官ジョン フォスターとcia長官アレンのダレス兄弟は 第二次大戦後の世界を裏表の強権で制圧しつづけた アメリカ外交はなぜ間違ってしまうのか その経歴を通じて
米国の行動原理を解き明かした圧巻の評伝

A Thousand Hills
2009-05-04

a thousand hills rwanda s rebirth and the man who dreamed it is the story of paul kagame a
refugee who after a generation of exile found his way home learn about president kagame
who strives to make rwanda the first middle income country in africa in a single generation in
this adventurous tale learn about kagame s early fascination with che guevara and james
bond his years as an intelligence agent his training in cuba and the united states the way he
built his secret rebel army his bloody rebellion and his outsized ambitions for rwanda

America on the Brink
2023-05-01

the american government through its media has convinced most americans to support the
ukrainian government this books shows why this is a mistake the united states promised
mikhail gorbachev that nato would not expand one inch eastward and there had been ample
warnings by george kennan and others that moving nato eastward especially moving into
georgia and ukraine would cause problems for russia in ukraine prior to 2014 ukrainian and
russian speakers were coexisting tolerably well but in 2013 and 2014 neocons in obama s
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administration engineered a coup with help from neo nazis turning ukraine into a russia
hating nation the war in ukraine began that year not in 2022 when russia attacked in order to
protect the russian speaking regions under attack by the new coup government in kiev
although this book is primarily about the war in ukraine it also shows how in one sense the
war in ukraine is simply one more instance in the trajectory of american imperialism as
illustrated by previous us interventions in iran guatemala cuba brazil greece dominican
republic panama and iraq in another sense this war reveals just how committed america is to
maintaining a unipolar world order because this war illustrates that america is willing to
threaten nuclear holocaust it is almost as if people in the u s state department and military
believe that life is not worth living unless the us can control the world

Understanding Friendship
2022-02-01

what is friendship is it ethically important does it exist outside ethics is it a potential
distraction from the love of god or from moral responsibility how might it nourish our spiritual
lives how should we make sense of the moral responsibilities we often take ourselves to have
to our friends does friendship have anything to do with politics understanding friendship
answers these questions by painting a picture of friendship as a vibrant expression of
christian love that can enrich individual lives even as in various ways it can also prove
socially culturally politically and spiritually significant through a wide ranging erudite yet
accessible exploration of theological and philosophical traditions understanding friendship
examines what friendship is while showing how its distinctive moral status can be supported
by multiple approaches to christian ethics understanding friendship ultimately reveals
friendship s place in a fruitful understanding of christian spirituality

In Athena's Camp
1997-10-07

the information revolution which is as much an organizational as a technological revolution is
transforming the nature of conflict across the spectrum from open warfare to terrorism crime
and even radical social activism the era of massed field armies is passing because the new
information and communications systems are increasing the lethality of quite small units that
can call in deadly precise missile fire almost anywhere anytime in social conflicts the internet
and other media are greatly empowering individuals and small groups to influence the
behavior of states whether in military or social conflicts all protagonists will soon be
developing new doctrines strategies and tactics for swarming their opponents with weapons
or words as circumstances require preparing for conflict in such a world will require shifting to
new forms of organization particularly the versatile hardy all channel network this shift will
prove difficult for states and professional militaries that remain bastions of hierarchy bound
to resist institutional redesign they will make the shift as they realize that information and
knowledge are becoming the key elements of power this implies among other things that
mars the old brute force god of war must give way to athena the well armed goddess of
wisdom accepting athena as the patroness of this information age represents a first step not
only for preparing for future conflicts but also for preventing them
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Strange Rebels
2014-03-11

few moments in history have seen as many seismic transformations as 1979 that single year
marked the emergence of revolutionary islam as a global political force the beginning of
market revolutions in china and britain that would radically alter the international economy
and the first stirrings of the resistance movements in eastern europe and afghanistan that
ultimately led to the collapse of the soviet union in strange rebels veteran journalist christian
caryl shows how the world we live in today and the problems that plague it began to take
shape in this pivotal year weaving the story of each of these counterrevolutions into a brisk
gripping narrative strange rebels is a groundbreaking account of how these upheavals
marked a startling conservative challenge to communist and socialist systems around the
globe giving birth to our modern age in the process

American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences 35:2
2018-04-01

the american journal of islamic social sciences ajiss established in 1984 is a quarterly double
blind peer reviewed and interdisciplinary journal published by the international institute of
islamic thought iiit and distributed worldwide the journal showcases a wide variety of
scholarly research on all facets of islam and the muslim world including subjects such as
anthropology history philosophy and metaphysics politics psychology religious law and
traditional islam

The Philosophy of Mahatma Gandhi for the Twenty-
First Century
2008-03-11

this volume shows how gandhi s thought and action oriented approach are significant
relevant and urgently needed for addressing major contemporary problems and concerns
including issues of violence and nonviolence war and peace religious conflict and dialogue
terrorism ethics civil disobedience injustice modernism and postmodernism oppression and
exploitation and environmental destruction appropriate for general readers and gandhi
specialists this volume will be of interest for those in philosophy religion political science
history cultural studies peace studies and many other fields

Books on Turkey
2005

in 1987 michael harrold went to north korea to work as english language adviser on
translations of the speeches of the late president kim il sung the great leader and his son and
heir kim jong il then dear leader and now head of state for seven years he lived in pyongyang
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enjoying privileged access to the ruling classes and enjoying the confidence of the country s
young elite in this fascinating insight into the culture of north korea he describes the
hospitality of his hosts how they were shaken by the velvet revolution of 1989 and many of
the fascinating characters he met from south korean and american gi defectors to his korean
minder and socialite friends after seven years and having been caught passing south korean
music tapes to friends and going out without his minder to places forbidden to foreigners he
was asked to leave the country

Comrades and Strangers
2004-08-19

this book is a polemic directed against the republican party and the conservative movement
in mostly their own words it alleges that the republican party is fascist and treasonous
defines those terms and offers quoted testimony in support of that claim it describes the us
policy of political warfare across the world that was originated by the eisenhower
administration and is still continuing democratic movements have been attacked then on the
false claim that they were communistic and on the false claim now that they are terroristic
and a threat to us security highlighting similarities

The Republican Treason
2008

the first african american aircraft carrier commander rear admiral lawrence cleveland
chambers 1929 played a prominent role as captain of the uss midway during the vietnam war
during the evacuation of saigon known as operation frequent wind he famously ordered
several uh 1 helicopters pushed overboard to make room for an escaping south vietnamese
air force major to land his cessna chambers who had only commanded midway for a few
weeks gave the order believing wrongly that he would be court martialed for the 10 million
loss this biography covers his early life and military career including his role in the
desegregation of the u s navy during a period racial strife

Rear Admiral Larry Chambers, USN
2018-01-12

in an updated second edition of her follow up to the cult classic cunt inga muscio asserts that
the history taught in schools and perpetuated in all areas of life in the us is in fact a
marketing brand developed by powerful people to maintain gross inequities with
autobiography of a blue eyed devil it s muscio s turn to take americans on a tour through our
history from columbus to today whose country is this has democracy ever really existed with
her trademark ability to deconstruct reality and expose truths that allow us to see our culture
and ourselves more clearly muscio delves deep to answer these fundamental questions
includ ing chapters such as god told me to kill you on religious intolerance from the 1600s to
the 1800s and postage stamp redemptions in which she challenges the myth that white
supremacy and imperialism in the us ended with the civil rights movement muscio offers new
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perspectives on our history that might shock even the most ardent alternative history buff

Autobiography of a Blue-eyed Devil
2014-03-18

what extremism is how extremist ideologies are constructed and why extremism can escalate
into violence a rising tide of extremist movements threaten to destabilize civil societies
around the globe it has never been more important to understand extremism yet the
dictionary definition a logical starting point in a search for understanding tells us only that
extremism is the quality or state of being extreme in this volume in the mit press essential
knowledge series j m berger offers a nuanced introduction to extremist movements
explaining what extremism is how extremist ideologies are constructed and why extremism
can escalate into violence berger shows that although the ideological content of extremist
movements varies widely there are common structural elements berger an expert on
extremist movements and terrorism explains that extremism arises from a perception of us
versus them intensified by the conviction that the success of us is inseparable from hostile
acts against them extremism differs from ordinary unpleasantness run of the mill hatred and
racism by its sweeping rationalization of an insistence on violence berger illustrates his
argument with case studies and examples from around the world and throughout history
from the destruction of carthage by the romans often called the first genocide to the
apocalyptic jihadism of al qaeda america s new alt right and the anti semitic conspiracy tract
the protocols of the elders of zion he describes the evolution of identity movements
individual and group radicalization and more if we understand the causes of extremism and
the common elements of extremist movements berger says we will be more effective in
countering it

Todos los hombres del Sha
2005-06-22

this powerful study makes a compelling case about the key u s role in state terrorism in latin
america during the cold war long hidden from public view operation condor was a military
network created in the 1970s to eliminate political opponents of latin american regimes its
key members were the anticommunist dictatorships of chile argentina uruguay bolivia
paraguay and brazil later joined by peru and ecuador with covert support from the u s
government drawing on a wealth of testimonies declassified files and latin american primary
sources j patrice mcsherry examines operation condor from numerous vantage points its
secret structures intelligence networks covert operations against dissidents political
assassinations worldwide commanders and operatives links to the pentagon and the cia and
extension to central america in the 1980s the author convincingly shows how using
extralegal and terrorist methods operation condor hunted down seized and executed political
opponents across borders mcsherry argues that condor functioned within or parallel to the
structures of the larger inter american military system led by the united states and that
declassified u s documents make clear that u s security officers saw condor as a legitimate
and useful counterterror organization revealing new details of condor operations and fresh
evidence of links to the u s security establishment this controversial work offers an original
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analysis of the use of secret parallel armies in western counterinsurgency strategies it will be
a clarion call to all readers to consider the long term consequences of clandestine operations
in the name of democracy

Extremism
2018-08-28

drawing on original research and firsthand interviews conversations with terrorists offers
critical portraits of six middle eastern leaders often labeled as terrorists syrian president
bashar al assad hamas top leader khaled meshal israeli politician geula cohen iranian
revolutionary guard founder mohsen sazargara hezbollah spiritual advisor grand ayatollah
mohammed fadlallah and former afghan radio and television ministry head malamo nazamy
veteran journalist reese erlich offers them a chance to explain key issues and to respond to
charges leveled by the united states critiquing these responses and synthesizing a broad
range of material erlich shows that yesterday s terrorist is today s national leader and that
today s freedom fighter may become tomorrow s terrorist he concludes that the global war
on terror has diverted public attention from the war s real goal expanding u s influence and
interests in the middle east and offers policy remedies

Predatory States
2012-07-10

in turkey iran iraq and syria central governments historically pursued mono nationalist
ideologies and repressed kurdish identity as evidenced by much unrest and a great many
kurdish revolts in all these states since the 1920s however the kurds manifested strong
resistance towards ethnic chauvinism what sorts of authoritarian state policies have turkey
iraq iran and syria relied on to contain the kurds over the years can meaningful
democratization and liberalization in any of these states occur without a fundamental change
vis à vis their kurdish minorities to what extent does the kurdish issue function as both a
barrier and key to democratization in four of the most important states of the middle east
while many commentators on the middle east stress the importance of resolving the arab
israeli dispute for achieving peace in the middle east this book asks whether or not the often
overlooked kurdish issue may constitute a more important fulcrum for change in the region
especially in light of the arab spring and recent changes in turkey iraq iran and syria

Conversations with Terrorists
2016-01-08

this is the first book to be primarily directed at analyzing the evolving solution to the kurdish
problem in iraq and turkey although this solution remains cautiously fragile it does represent
a strikingly positive future that until recently seemed so bleak
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Conflict, Democratization, and the Kurds in the Middle
East
2014-08-13

in this comprehensive and unique theory practice study ofer israeli examines complex effects
of international relations relating to various indirect intended and unintended consequences
of intentional human action these effects may be desirable or undesirable overt or covert
anticipated or surprising foreseeable but unanticipated and anticipated but simultaneously
neglected or discounted israeli focuses on six case studies from the middle east analyzing
the unexpected and accidental results of interventions in this region by the united states the
united kingdom and other western powers during the cold war from this research he develops
a complex causal mechanism or practical tool that countries may use to implement foreign
policy with the goal of reducing the number of conflicts and wars globally especially in the
middle east

Business Week
2003

after reading this text the reader will have a fuller understanding of the nature of domestic
terrorism and a clearer understanding of the basics these basics include a review of the
complex history that spans thousands of years an explanation of definitions a review of
contemporary domestic terrorism and the examination of intelligence gathering threat
analysis and emergency responses to terrorism incident management it is hoped that such
knowledge as presented here will enhance the public s understanding of domestic terrorism
and law enforcement s ability to prevent and respond to its acts it focuses almost exclusively
on right wing domestic terrorism because of its strong presence in the last twenty years and
the projection of experts that right wing terrorism will prevail well into the twenty first
century the book is divided into three parts the first part deals with definitional problems
associated with policymaker s and law enforcement s handling of terrorism an historical
overview of terrorism and terrorist incidents in the global community and an historical
examination of terrorism from below in the united states part two addresses the american
hate movement and patriot militia activities it also discusses the emergence of special
interest extremist and terrorism groups that advocate violence based on an ideology or belief
which may include the desire for political and social change they include ecological
resistance groups antienvironmental movements animal rights and antiabortion activists part
three focuses on effective criminal intelligence gathering techniques and the implementation
of terrorism incident management strategies

The Kurds Ascending
2011-06-20

the central focus of this book is a small but vitally important group of movements that
constitute a distinct fifth wave of modern terrorism here called the new tribalism terrorist
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groups and the new tribalism examines a collection of terrorist or insurgent movements
whose similarity in tactics strategic vision and desire to radically reshape their worlds to
conform with a golden age dream of perfection which is to be achieved through a genocidal
or ethnic cleansing process to make way for the emergence of a new radically perfected
tribal utopia in a single generation these shared strategic and tactical factors allow them to
be examined through a comparative lens as a distinct fifth wave of modern terrorism
structured around the theoretical framework of david rapoport s four waves thesis the book
examines anomalous movements that began within a distinct wave of international terrorism
but following a crisis model has turned inwards toward radical localism tribalism and
xenophobia the text is divided between theory and in depth case studies of the ugandan lord
s resistance army and the sudanese janjaweed it concludes with a design for further field
work based research this book will be of interest to students of terrorism and political
violence genocide conflict studies african politics and political science in general jeffrey
kaplan is an associate professor of religion and the director of the institute for the study of
religion violence and memory at the university of wisconsin oshkosh he is the author of 11
books on terrorism and political violence

Complex Effects of International Relations
2020-11-01

maximilian kuhn investigates one of the most pressing yet neglected subjects in the field of
global energy politics the integration of the iranian gas market possessing the world s second
largest proven natural gas reserves iran is a hypothetical energy giant in waiting yet over
three decades of internal divisions coupled with crippling international sanctions have left
iran unable to capitalize on its vast energy potential increasing global demand for natural gas
and a government in constant need of finding new sources of revenue to meet the needs of a
fast growing population should lead iran to eventually become a large scale gas exporter how
this could take place and what the implications for global gas markets would be are the
central research questions tackled by this study the study allows a look beyond international
politics iranian political decision making investment laws and pipeline games

DOMESTIC TERRORISM AND INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
2001-01-01

in this book william durch examines conventional weapons proliferation since world war ii the
role of arms transfers in fueling regional conflict and prospects for curbing the global arms
trade noting that supply side arms control efforts which seek to constrain the companies and
countries that produce and distribute major conventional weapons have a poor international
track record durch argues for a broader approach that tries to get at the demand side of the
equation addressing the political and regional dynamics that impel arms acquisitions he looks
at how arms control might be combined with confidence and security building measures to
contain demand and how value based arms trade control measures like codes of conduct
could be implemented in stepwise fashion consistent with us national interests in regional
stability
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Terrorist Groups and the New Tribalism
2010-02-25

popular movies can be surprisingly smart about politics from the portentous politics of state
or war to the grassroots everyday politics of family romance business church and school
politics in popular movies analyses the politics in many well known films across four popular
genres horror war thriller and science fiction the book s aims are to appreciate specific
movies and their shared forms to understand their political engagements and to provoke
some insightful conversations the means are loosely related film takes that venture
ambitious playful and engaging arguments on political styles encouraged by recent films
politics in popular movies shows how conspiracy films expose oppressive systems it explores
how various thrillers prefigured american experiences of 9 11 and shaped aspects of the war
on terror how some horror films embrace new media while others use ultra violence to spur
political action it argues that a popular genre is emerging to examine non linear politics of
globalisation terrorism and more finally it analyses the ways in which sci fi movies reflect
populist politics from the occupy and tea party movements rethink the political foundations
of current societies and even remake our cultural images of the future

Enabling the Iranian Gas Export Options
2014-01-17

the story of oil is one of hubris fortune betrayal and destruction it is the story of a resource
that has been undeniably central to the creation of our modern culture and ever present
during the darkest exploits of empire the world over for the past 150 years oil has become
the most essential ingredient for economic military and political power and it has brought us
to our present moment in which political leaders and the fossil fuel industry consider
extraordinary and extraordinarily dangerous policy on a world stage marked by shifting
power bases upending the conventional wisdom by crafting a people s history award winning
journalist matthieu auzanneau deftly traces how oil became a national and then global
addiction outlines the enormous consequences of that addiction sheds new light on major
historical and contemporary figures and raises new questions about stories we thought we
knew well what really sparked the oil crises in the 1970s the shift away from the gold
standard at bretton woods or even the financial crash of 2008 how has oil shaped the events
that have defined our times two world wars the cold war the great depression ongoing wars
in the middle east the advent of neoliberalism and the great recession among them with
brutal clarity oil power and war exposes the heavy hand oil has had in all of our lives and
illustrates how much heavier that hand could get during the increasingly desperate race to
control the last of the world s easily and cheaply extractable reserves

Constructing Regional Security
2016-04-30

this book critically analyses the topic of us led external interventions in the affairs of
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developing countries by using one of the most contested experiments of modern times
namely the invasion of iraq and its aftermath the march 2003 invasion of iraq has so far
failed to deliver the benefits and outcomes its supporters anticipated prompting international
discussion as to whether the promises of externally led nation building as an attempt to
mould rogue states in a democratic market friendly fashion are outweighed by the kinds of
pitfalls and perils of intervention that have come to characterise the iraq experience this
book identifies and addresses the major issues emerging from the current debate including
the evolution of external interventionism as an idea an explanation of what went wrong in
post saddam iraq and why the iraq experiment is flawed by the bush administration s refusal
to address long standing political and historical grievances among muslims as part of the war
on terror the contributors assess the troubled relationship between islam and the west the
prospects for democracy in the middle east foreign policy debates in the us and how
economics and politics are juxtaposed in a highly contentious manner in any project of
externally driven nation building beyond the iraq war brings together scholars and
practitioners in an attempt to move beyond the polemical dimensions of the existing debate
and provide a balanced analysis of what the iraq enterprise can tell us about the brand of
external interventionism espoused by the bush administration and also the lessons it holds
for any future interventions into the affairs of states it combines a mix of disciplines most
notably international relations and economics as well as theory and empirical evidence the
book is written in a non technical but rigorous manner in order to make complex and diverse
issues accessible to the general reader this fascinating and scholarly work will appeal to
academics and scholars in the fields of political economics political science and international
relations policymakers journalists and media commentators will also find this work to be of
great interest and value

Politics in Popular Movies
2015-10-23

from pulitzer prize winning historian garry wills a groundbreaking examination of how the
atomic bomb profoundly altered the nature of american democracy and has left us in a state
of war alert ever since look out for a new book from garry wills what the qur an meant
coming fall 2017 in bomb power garry wills reveals how the atomic bomb transformed our
nation down to its deepest constitutional roots by dramatically increasing the power of the
modern presidency and redefining the government as a national security state in ways still
felt today a masterful reckoning from one of america s preeminent historians bomb power
draws a direct line from the manhattan project to the usurpations of george w bush the
invention of the atomic bomb was a triumph of official secrecy and military discipline the
project was covertly funded at the behest of the president and despite its massive scale
never discovered by congress or the press this concealment was perhaps to be expected in
wartime but wills persuasively argues that the manhattan project then became a model for
the covert operations and overt authority that have defined american government in the
nuclear era the wartime emergency put in place during world war ii extended into the cold
war and finally the war on terror leaving us in a state of continuous war alert for sixty eight
years and counting the bomb forever changed the institution of the presidency since only the
president controls the button and by extension the fate of the world wills underscores how
radical a break this was from the division of powers established by our founding fathers and
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how it in turn has enfeebled congress and the courts the bomb also placed new emphasis on
the president s military role creating a cult around the commander in chief the tendency of
modern presidents to flaunt military airs wills points out is entirely a postbomb phenomenon
finally the manhattan project inspired the vast secretive apparatus of the national security
state including intelligence agencies such as the cia and nsa which remain largely
unaccountable to congress and the american people wills recounts how following world war ii
presidential power increased decade by decade until reaching its stunning apogee with the
bush administration both provocative and illuminating bomb power casts the history of the
postwar period in a new light and sounds an alarm about the continued threat to our
constitution

Oil, Power, and War
2020-02-20

iran s revolutionary guards are one of the most important forces in the middle east today but
remain poorly understood to outside observers in vanguard of the imam afshon ostovar has
written the first comprehensive history of the organization situating the rise of the guards in
the contexts of shiite islam iranian history and international affairs ostovar takes a
multifaceted approach in demystifying the organization and detailing its evolution since 1979
the book documents the guards transformation into a power player and explores why the
group matters now more than ever to regional and global affairs it is simultaneously a history
of modern iran and an engrossing entryway into the complex world of war politics and
identity in the middle east

Beyond the Iraq War
2006-01-01

a companion to the ten part documentary series outlines provocative arguments against
official american historical records to reveal the origins of conservatism and the obstacles to
progressive change

Bomb Power
2011-01-25

why does a country with religious liberty enmeshed in its legal and social structures produce
such overt prejudice and discrimination against muslims sahar aziz s groundbreaking book
demonstrates how race and religion intersect to create what she calls the racial muslim
comparing discrimination against immigrant muslims with the prejudicial treatment of jews
catholics mormons and african american muslims during the twentieth century aziz explores
the gap between america s aspiration for and fulfillment of religious freedom with america s
demographics rapidly changing from a majority white protestant nation to a multiracial
multireligious society this book is an in dispensable read for understanding how our past
continues to shape our present to the detriment of our nation s future
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Vanguard of the Imam
2016

cavanaugh challenges conventional wisdom by examining how the twin categories of religion
and the secular are constructed he examines how timeless and transcultural categories of
religion and the secular are used in arguments that religion causes violence

The Untold History of the United States
2013-10-15

can genocide and terrorism ever be eliminated this book says yes it demonstrates that such
atrocities are driven mainly by mass ideological hate incitement hence ending the violence
requires shutting down the incitement especially across the middle east where a tsunami of
hate propaganda drives an epidemic of terrorism

The Racial Muslim
2021-11-30

urgent extraordinary a tribute to the astonishing indomitability of the human spirit patrick
radden keefe bestselling author empire of pain moving sweeping and masterful sally hayden
author of my fourth time we drowned new yorker journalist jonathan blitzer has been
covering the immigration crisis at america s southern border for nearly a decade but the
current emergency is the end of a much larger story in this his first book blitzer goes back to
the beginning to the shadowy civil wars in el salvador and guatemala in the 1980s to the
american prison system in the 1990s and the policies of mass deportation that transformed
local street criminals into international crime syndicates to honduras s brutal crackdown on
crime in the 2000s and the emergence of gangs across central america and the united states
and then the trump era in which immigration became a vector of resurgent populism with
mass internments the order of the day everyone who is gone is here is a fresh and full
account of america s immigration problems but it is much more than that it is an odyssey of
struggle and resilience telling the epic story of people whose lives ebb and flow across the
border and those who help and hinder them it is a gripping and persuasive attempt to answer
not only the question of how america got there but the vital question of who we are and who
we want to be in our liberal western democracies whether we are incarcerating children on
our southern borders or watching them drown on the shores of the mediterranean what an
incredibly thorough documentation of the causes of the immigration crisis the discussions
that have been going on through multiple administrations jon stewart the daily show

The Myth of Religious Violence
2009-09-03

genocide a comprehensive introduction is the most wide ranging textbook on genocide yet
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published the book is designed as a text for upper undergraduate and graduate students as
well as a primer for non specialists and general readers interested in learning about one of
humanity s enduring blights fully updated to reflect the latest thinking in this rapidly
developing field this unique book provides an introduction to genocide as both a historical
phenomenon and an analytical legal concept including the concept of genocidal intent and
the dynamism and contingency of genocidal processes discusses the role of state building
imperialism war and social revolution in fuelling genocide supplies a wide range of full length
case studies of genocides worldwide each with a supplementary study explores perspectives
on genocide from the social sciences including psychology sociology anthropology political
science international relations and gender studies considers the future of genocide with
attention to historical memory and genocide denial initiatives for truth justice and redress
and strategies of intervention and prevention highlights of the new edition include nigeria
biafra as a contested case of genocide extensive new material on the kurds islamic state isis
and the civil wars genocide in iraq and syria conflict and atrocities in the world s newest state
south sudan the role activities and constraints of the united nations office of genocide
prevention many new testimonies from genocide victims survivors witnesses and
perpetrators dozens of new images including a special photographic essay written in clear
and lively prose with over 240 illustrations and maps genocide a comprehensive introduction
remains the indispensable text for new generations of genocide study and scholarship an
accompanying website genocidetext net features a broad selection of supplementary
materials teaching aids and internet resources

War on Hate
2021-07-12

featuring 15 explosive new chapters this new edition of the new york times bestseller brings
the story of economic hit men up to date and chillingly home to the u s but it also gives us
hope and the tools to fight back former economic hit man john perkins shares new details
about the ways he and others cheated countries around the globe out of trillions of dollars
then he reveals how the deadly ehm cancer he helped create has spread far more widely and
deeply than ever in the us and everywhere else to become the dominant system of business
government and society today finally he gives an insider view of what we each can do to
change it economic hit men are the shock troops of what perkins calls the corporatocracy a
vast network of corporations banks colluding governments and the rich and powerful people
tied to them if the ehms can t maintain the corrupt status quo through nonviolent coercion
the jackal assassins swoop in the heart of this book is a completely new section over 100
pages long that exposes the fact that all the ehm and jackal tools false economics false
promises threats bribes extortion debt deception coups assassinations unbridled military
power are used around the world today exponentially more than during the era perkins
exposed over a decade ago as dark as the story gets this reformed ehm also provides hope
perkins offers specific actions each of us can take to transform what he calls a failing death
economy into a life economy that provides sustainable abundance for all
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Everyone Who Is Gone Is Here
2024-05-30

preliminary material introduction remembering the present duane l cady vulnerability and
beneficence remembering the past for the sake of peace eddy souffrant homeland security
fiduciary care and duties to foreign nationals joseph betz forgetting and not reconciling
hiroshima joseph c kunkel introduction dennis rothermel compassion and reconciliation robert
paul churchill what s wrong with victims rights david boersema pedagogy and punishment a
unitarian argument for restorative justice rob gildert perpetual violence mimesis and
anamnesis andrew fitz gibbon language and reconciliation william c gay works cited about
the authors index vibs

Genocide
2016-12-16

The New Confessions of an Economic Hit Man
2016-02-09

Remembrance and Reconciliation.
2011
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